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This latest addition to the long-running Eyewitness series looks at the life of the professional
soldier, from Greek hoplites to infantrymen in the trenches of the Somme and today's UN
peacekeepers. Eyewitness Soldier follows soldiers through signing up, rising through the ranks,
through their experiences in combat, to how they are honoured and remembered. The book features
a detailed reference section and a free wallchart and cd of clipart.
A graphic-led book explores and explains the key ideas underpinning the world's greatest
classical compositions and musical traditions; defines their importance to the musical canon;
and places them into their wider social, cultural, and historical context.
Examines the elements that make up the physical world and the properties and behavior of
different kinds of matter.
An up-close look at World War I examines life in the trenches and the devastation of Europe by
the Great War.
Eyewitness: The rise and fall of Dorling Kindersley
DK Eyewitness Books: Islam
Crystal & Gem
Their Lives and Works
Discover the Real-life World of Working Cowboys—from Longhorns and Lariats to Chuckwagons,
Chaps, Rodeos, and Ranches
Help your child learn about great musicians with this fact-packed guide, clipart CD, giant wall chart
and dedicated website. From how modern artists like Jim Hendrix transformed music, to the great
composers like Beethoven: let your child discover all about the genius of the world's best musicians
through the centuries. They'll discover more browsing the dedicated Eyewitness website and downloading
100s of amazing images from the clipart CD. Then use the giant pull-out wall chart to decorate their
room. Great for projects or just for fun, make sure your child learns everything they need to know
about great musicians.
Explains how photography began and developed, how and why photography works, and how today's digital
techniques and formats affect our lives.
A visual and informative guide to fossils, now revised and updated in the relaunched DK Eyewitness
Books format. Get up close and personal and be an eyewitness to our prehistoric world through
fossilized shells, skulls, teeth, plants, and, of course, skeletons with DK Eyewitness Books: Fossil.
Discover the most precious fossils in the world; see how fossils form; find out how early historians
and scientists used fossils; and learn how you can become a paleontologist with the included fossil
guide. Now available for the first time in paperback, DK Eyewitness Books: Fossil unlocks our
prehistoric world. Series Overview: Each revised Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and
photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to
speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful page: vibrant annotated photographs and
the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents,
teachers, and school-age kids.
Help your child learn about Vikings with the new edition of this fact-packed guide and dedicated
website From the magnificent ships Vikings were buried in to the places Viking traders found silk,
spices and fur; let your child explore the story of the Vikings - their ships, weapons, legends and
sagas of war and discovery. They'll discover more about Vikings by downloading 100s of amazing images.
Then use the giant pull-out wallchart to decorate their room. Great for projects or just for fun,
ensure your child learns everything they need to know about Vikings. With dedicated website
www.ew.dk.com.
Music
An Introduction to the World's Most Amazing Music and its Creators
Children's Book of Music
Clark the Shark: Afraid of the Dark
Eyewitness NASCAR

Highlighting the evolutionary history of man's best friend, from their domestication, anatomy, and behavior, for both
domestic and wild breeds including wolves, jackals, and foxes, this title explains why dogs and wolves hunt in packs, how
dogs "talk" with ears and tails, and how dogs were specially taught to help humans. Full color.
This is a visual reference guide to the history surrounding each US president who has helped shape American history from
George Washington to president Bill Clinton.
Detailed illustrations and photographs take a detailed tour of the fast-paced world of NASCAR, uncovering the speed,
power, and drama that is stock-car racing.
From The Phantom of the Opera and The Sound of Music to Les Misérables, Musicals: The Definitive Illustrated Story
brings the world's best-loved productions to life.The complete history of the musical is covered, from its earliest origins in
dance halls and vaudeville, to the record-breaking West End musicals and spectacular Broadway shows of today.
Discover the history, plots and stars of musical theatre and movie musicals, go backstage to find out behind-the-scenes
gossip and delve into profiles of successful creators such as Disney and Andrew Lloyd Webber in this illustrated
celebration. Plus fun infographics summarise plot, characters and songs, making this a handy reference guide of all the
best-loved musicals.With a beautiful glittery cover capturing the excitement and glamour of a trip to the theatre, Musicals:
The Definitive Illustrated Story is a show-stopping celebration and a perfect gift for musical fans everywhere.
Great Musicians
Musicals, Second Edition
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Music and How it Works
Discover the Teachings of the World's Organized Faiths—their History, Beliefs, and Practices
Help Your Kids with Music
A simple, visual guide to helping children understand music. Reduce the stress of studying music and help your child with their
homework, Help Your Kids with Music is a unique visual guide to music theory that will demystify the subject for everyone.
Covering everything from note values to harmony and music appreciation, Help Your Kids with Music helps you work through
music step by step. Using clear, accessible pictures and diagrams, you'll learn to approach even the most complex musical
theory with confidence. Includes a glossary of key musical terms and symbols. Help Your Kids with Music is the perfect guide
for every parent and child who want to understand music theory and put it into practice. Includes instructions to download a
free accompanying app.
Utterly unique and entirely irresistible, welcome to New Orleans. Whether you want to attend the world's biggest party, tour
the historic architecture of the French Quarter or pay homage to the birthplace of jazz, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes
sure you experience all that New Orleans has to offer. A melting pot of African, Caribbean and European cultures, New Orleans
is a place unlike any other. This heady mix of influences has culminated in a city that celebrates life on a daily basis, reflected
in its infectious music, enticing cuisine and restless party spirit. Our newly updated guide brings New Orleans to life,
transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed information on all the mustsee sights, inspiring photography and our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of New Orleans' must-sees, top
experiences, and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay - detailed maps and walks which make navigating
the city easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe - color-coded chapters to every
part of New Orleans, from the French Quarter to the Garden District, Mid-City to Marigny Want the best of New Orleans in your
pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 New Orleans.
Here is an original and exciting look at the fascinating world of sound and music. Superb real-life photographs of instruments
ranging from zithers and panpipes to electric guitars and synthesizers offer a unique "eyewitness" view of ancient and
contemporary music. See how strings vibrate to make a note sound, how aninvisible "column" of air sounds a pipe, which
instrument resembles a peacock, how sousaphone players wear their instruments. Learn who invented an important new key
system, how to master the bagpipes, why pipe organs have "ears" and "mouths", and why French horns are "doubled up".
Discover how a vegetable gourd charms snakes, why tangled fingers led to the invention of the piano, why spiders add a
"buzz" to xylophones, where reindeer toe-bones were used as whistles, and much, much more! Discover music in all its forms
and the amazing variety of instruments from zithers to synthesizers.
This title tells the story of Dorling Kindersley's rise and fall. It offers a nostalgic reminder of a time when creativity could
flourish unburdened by the shackles of corporate bureaucracy.
DK Eyewitness New Orleans
The Complete Classical Music Guide
Big Ideas Simply Explained
The Complete Guide for Kids
Discover the World of Dance—from the Magic of Ballet to the Drama of Flamenco

Here is an energetic and informative look at the workinglives of cowboys from around the world. Spectacular
real-life photographs of horses, cattle, branding irons, and lariats offer a unique "eyewitness" view of life on the
range. See what an authentic chuckwagon looks like, how an expert ropes a calf, a rodeo rider in action on a
wild steer, how a saddle is made, and a Mongolian herdsman lassoing a wild horse. Learn where wild horses and
bulls livein France, why cowboys wear chaps, how to tame a bucking bronco, and why a gaucho decorates his
belt with silver coins. Discover how Annie Oakley got her nickname, why an Australian saddle has no horn, and
how the cowboy''s romantic image influenced music and films, and much, much more! Discover the real-life
world of working cowboys from longhorns and lariats to chuckwagons, chaps, rodeos, andranches
Help your child learn about dinosaurs with this fact-packed guide, in ebook format From how dino fossils were
made to how a Dryosaurus used its tail to dodge predators; let your child discover all about dinosaurs, the
creatures who have been dead for millions of years but we still want to know all about today.
DK Eyewitness Books: Religion is a revealing and enlightening guide to the religions of the world. Superb color
photographs give the reader "eyewitness" insight into the beliefs of different religions and into the lives of their
founders and followers. See a Passover meal, a lama's headdress, the Wheel of Existence, a picture of Christ's
Crucifixion, a Buddhist monk, and a shaman's mask. Learn why Buddhists meditate, who Mahavira was, what
the five pillars of Islam are, what the Tao is, why Sikhs wear turbans, and what Confucius taught. Discover the
meaning of the Yin-Yang symbol, why Zoroastrians worship in fire temples, the role of ancestors in primal
religions, why Christians celebrate Holy Communion, what a Bar Mitzvah is, why the god Ganesh has the head
of an elephant, and much, much more. Discover the teachings, history, beliefs, and practices of the world's
organized faiths in Eyewitness: Religion.
A photo essay about the natural world of fish and their importance in human life.
DK Eyewitness Books: Dance
Seashore
Dinosaur
Discover Music in All its Forms and the Amazing Variety of Instruments from Zithers to Synthesizers
Matter

DK Eyewitness Books: Dance is an original and exciting new guide to the magic and beauty of
dance around the world. Step-by-step sequences and glorious full-color photographs offer a
unique "eyewitness" view of dance traditions including the magical performances, stunning
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costumes, and extraordinary talent of dancers. See a ballet costume designed by Picasso,
dancers who balance on stilts, and headdresses studded with gemstones. Discover why Javanese
dancers "flow like water", the stories of the great classical ballets, see dance crazes from
the last 100 years, and much, much more. The most trusted nonfiction series on the market,
Eyewitness Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their subjects with a unique
integration of words and pictures.
A look at the culture of North American Indian tribes focuses on their clothing, pottery,
weapons, masks, baskets, and carvings.
Discusses the history of astronomy, including the discovery of the planets, sun, stars, and
distant galaxies, and details human exploration of the universe.
A visual and informative guide to one of the longest and most controversial wars in American
history, now revised and updated in the relaunched DK Eyewitness Books format. Explore the
people, places, battles, and weapons of America's Indochina struggle with DK Eyewitness Books:
Vietnam War. See campaigns in the air and battles in jungles, cities, and rice paddies, from
Saigon to the Mekong Delta. Learn about the most powerful combat weapons of the age, including
napalm bombs and M-60 machine guns. From the assassination of President John F. Kennedy to the
Ho Chi Minh Trail to the Viet Cong to the war's aftermath, discover the Vietnam War, why
America went to war in Indochina, and who fought there. Now available for the first time in
paperback, DK Eyewitness Books: Vietnam War tells the dramatic story of patriotism, tragedy,
bloody conflict, and heroism. Series Overview: Each revised Eyewitness book retains the
stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but the text has been
reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful page:
vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes
Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
The Definitive Illustrated Story
DK Eyewitness Books: Vietnam War
DK Eyewitness Books: Religion
Sports
Immerse yourself in the world of musicals, and fall in love all over again with the songs, stories, characters, and legendary
stars from every era. From Show Boat and The Wizard of Oz to Les Misérables and Hamilton, discover the story of musical
theatre and film and see the world's best-loved musicals brought to life. This beautifully illustrated book is the perfect gift
for musical fans everywhere, covering the complete history of the genre, from its earliest origins in dance halls and
vaudeville, to the record-breaking West End musicals and spectacular Broadway shows of today. Discover the history, plots,
and stars of musical theatre and movie musicals, go backstage to find out more about choreography and set and costume
design, and delve into profiles of successful creators such as Andrew Lloyd Webber in this illustrated celebration.
Experience all the excitement of a trip to the theatre with Musicals: The Definitive Visual Guide--a showstopping visual
celebration.
DK Eyewitness Books: MusicDiscover Music in All its Forms and the Amazing Variety of Instruments from Zithers to
SynthesizersPenguin
Children’s Choice Book Award Finalist Clark the Shark is ready for his first big sleepover! He’s nervous about sleeping
outside without his glow-fish night-light, but he doesn’t want anyone to know he’s just a teeny-tiny bit afraid of the dark. So
Clark makes up a rhyme to help him stay cool: “Take heart, be smart, sharks aren’t afraid of the dark.” But when the sun
sets and his friends begin telling spooky stories, Clark’s voice sounds quiet and small and not brave at all. In this
empowering tale about conquering nighttime fears, Clark the Shark learns how friendship can help light the way through
the dark. Featuring bright, colorful artwork from Guy Francis and hilarious read-aloud text from Bruce Hale, this Clark the
Shark picture book is the perfect story for kids braving nighttime jitters!
Who wrote the first true "opera"? Where did the system of musical notation come from? How do composers construct
symphonies? The Classical Music Book answers these questions and more by exploring the history of classical music in clear
and easy-to-follow sections. More than 90 works by famous composers are analyzed, with explanations of their music
theory and impact on society. You will also explore the fascinating stories about the lives of crucial composers and
performers. Covering Thomas Tallis in the early period, baroque masters like Bach and Handel, and the classical genius of
Beethoven and Wagner all the way to the modern-day composers, this comprehensive book explores the key ideas rooted
in the world's greatest classical compositions and musical traditions. The importance of each composition is explained,
placing them into their wider social, cultural, and historical context. With its unique approach to the subject, this the perfect
classical music guide for everyone. Regardless of whether you are relatively new to the subject or if you are a classical
music aficionado, there is plenty to discover on every page. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses
creative design and innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier
to understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books provide just the information
needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
North American Indian
Presidents
The Definitive Visual History
Eyewitness Universe
Viking

Discover Islam--the faith, culture, and history that have shaped the Islamic world. Explore the world's fastestgrowing religion--from the Prophet Muhammad to Ramadan and the Qu'ran. Learn about traditional Islamic dress,
feasts, and Islam's rich tradition of design. Why do Muslims fast? What are the five pillars of Islam? What happens
during the pilgrimage to Mecca? How did Islam spread across the world, from Spain to China? Find answers to
these questions and more. Read about annual festivals in the Muslim calendar, including Eid Al-Fitr and Eid Al-Adha.
View the layout of a mosque and see Islam's role in scholarly learning, from astronomy to mathematics and
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medicine. Learn about the religion's first conquests and the arms and armor of the Islamic world. Read about Islam's
important figures, including the scholar Avicenna, the explorer Ibn Battuta, and the military leader Saladin. DK
Eyewitness Books: Islam is the perfect guide for kids who want to learn about this vibrant religion and culture.
Take a visual journey through the world of music and learn the science behind it, too. Budding music fans will love
discovering musical geniuses of every era, from Mozart and classical music to Bowie and pop, as well as finding out
how music is created and what links it all together. The ebook looks at music throughout history, beginning with the
first known melody from the Fertile Crescent and covering modern music phenomena, from K Pop to hip-hop.
Instruments and genres from across the world are featured, with "playlists" of key pieces encouraging kids to look
up pieces to hear for themselves. STEAM spreads delve into the psychology and math behind music, from how it
affects our mood to how it can improve our minds. Covering India's Ragas, Indonesia's Gamelan, Japan's city pop,
and more, this ebook will help children discover a love of music.
With striking images, models, and illustrations, this visually-led reference e-guide offers a unique view of
catastrophic weather conditions. See inside the eye of a cyclone, witness hailstones the size of tennis balls, and
learn how a gentle mountain stream can become a raging surge within a few minutes. From full-page color
photographs to helpful diagrams, from polar regions to the tropics, Eyewitness Hurricane & Tornado shows the
disastrous effects of nature's most extreme weather events. Discover a bridge that collapsed due to severe gusts of
wind, and learn about a tree species in southwest Africa that can survive several years of drought. Along the way
you'll uncover historical items that reveal how ancient civilizations predicted the weather as well as the weatherforecasting techniques that have developed over the centuries and the ways in which human activity can cause
weather patterns to change. Each revised Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and photography from the
groundbreaking original series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger
readers. The vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach make Eyewitness a
perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
An introduction to the seashore, and the challenging lives of the animals and other life forms that survive in rock
pools and in the intertidal zone. Accompanied by wallchart.
Light
A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide
The Inside Story of a Publishing Phenomenon
DK Eyewitness Books: Fossil
Dog ( DK Eyewitness Books )
Text and pictures introduce musical instruments from early times to the present--from pipes and flutes to electronic synthesizers.
The Children's Book of Music encourages young people to discover the power of music and be inspired by the music from cultures all over the world. In this
clear and lively introduction to music history, the book takes a chronological journey around the world, exploring the sounds and rhythms of different
cultures, the development of instruments, and the progression of musical styles. From the beginnings of music for ritual or magical purposes to the
technological developments that have taken modern music in new directions, the fascinating history of how music has become an international exchange of
ideas. This book simply explains how instruments are played and how composers have written music to express their feelings, and demystifies the language
of music. Included are profiles of the fascinating lives, inspirations, and achievements of great composers and international performers, and timelines tracing
the influences and roots of classical periods and modern popular music. A deeper appreciation of music is encouraged further, by "try it yourself ' activities
and suggested lists of music to listen to. Give your child the gift of music with the Children's Book of Music!
"The only love affair I have ever had was with music." Maurice Ravel A compelling celebration of more than 90 of the world's most influential composers
from the medieval period to the present day, Composers reveals the fascinating stories of their lives, loves, and works. Biographical entries - introduced with
a stunning portrait of each featured composer - trace the friendships, loves, and rivalries that inspired each musical genius. Profiles offer revealing insights
into what drove each individual to create the musical masterpieces - symphonies, concertos, and operatic scores - that changed the direction of classical
music and are still celebrated and treasured today. Lavishly illustrated with paintings or photographs of each composer, alongside original musical scores and
personal correspondence, images of their homes and where they worked, and personal effects and other important artifacts, the book introduces the key
influences, themes, and working methods of each individual, setting their works within a wider historical and cultural context. Charting the development of
classical music and music movements across the centuries, Composers provides a compelling glimpse into the personal lives, loves, and influences of the
giants of the classical music canon.
A close-up look at the world of music discusses the history of music and the development of the diverse types of wind, percussion, brass, string, and
electronic instruments--from early panpipes to high-tech synthesizers.
Composers
Hurricane and Tornado
DK Eyewitness Books: Cowboy
Musicals
The Classical Music Book

Material from Classical Music (Eyewitness Companion) with updates. This book is a guide to every aspect of
the long and ongoing story of Western classical music. It reveals in a stimulating and lively way the
exceptionally gifted individuals who have shaped the musical landscape over a millennia, from the chanting
monks of the middle ages to the bold exponents of minimalism of the last 100 years. Personal and creative
profiles of composers, both major and minor, form the heart of the book and offer rich insights into the
qualities of their music and an ideal introduction to the range and diversity of the Classical repertoire.
Examines the equipment, rules, and background of many different team, target, and court sports, including
soccer, rugby, Gaelic football, softball, cricket, ice hockey, table tennis, archery, and pool.
In ebook format Essential to all plant and animal life on Earth light has always been a source of wonder and
mystery. This intriguing book brings to life our exploration of this fundamental energy source.Once early
humans had learned to harness fire they could have light and heat whenever they wanted - some of the oldest
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oil lamps that have been discovered were made out of rocks and shells about 15 000 years ago. Today we can
collect sunlight through solar panels to make electricity to light and warm our houses. Experimenting with a
prism in 1665 Isaac Newton found that daylight contains a spectrum of rainbow colours. Today fibre optics
lasers and holograms are familiar items in our hi-tech world.With historical scientific apparatus and stunning
demonstrations of key experiments and ideas Light is an exciting introduction to the discoveries that have
shaped and revolutionised our way of life.
Who wrote the first true "opera"? Why did jazz go Latin? And how did blues influence rock? Find out in the
story of how music has shaped the world. Music has the ability to evoke the full spectrum of human emotions,
irrespective of the listener's culture or nationality. This groundbreaking ebook examines that shared
experience - from prehistory to the present. A compelling and richly illustrated narrative, Music explores the
roots of all genres from the chants of the middle ages through the grandeur of the classical period to the
modern rhythms of blues, jazz, hip-hop, and pop. Spectacular galleries display families of instruments from
around the world, while special features showcase the evolution of key instruments, such as the piano and the
violin, and profile iconic innovators as diverse as Mozart, George Gershwin, and David Bowie. Charting every
musical revolution, from bone flutes to electronica and from jazz to hip-hop, this visually stunning history will
hit the right note with you, whether you are into pop or rock or disco or rap, classical or opera.
Fish
Soldier
World War I
Photography
DK Eyewitness Books: Music
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